Box 1:

Sources for Research Reports
Accessories Lists -- ORD, CLGHSE.
Procedure Sheet
Clearinghouse -- 1-page background paper
Publication Requests (Clearinghouse)
Clearinghouse Mailing Lists
ERIC -- Simonton, '67-'96
To be Done: Library Research in Progress, '64-'67
ERIC Report Resume forms
Projects by Number, (23 folders), 1952-1969
Principle Investigators, A-K, (11 folders)

Box 2:

Principle Investigators, L-Z, (12 folders)
Institutions, A-Z, (31 folders); (Institutions named on labels include ALA, Library of Congress, and U.S. Government Agencies)
Subject Headings, A-D:
  Abstracting
  Abstracts
  Academic Libraries
  Access to Libraries
  Access to Materials
  Adhesives
  American Libraries -- College
  ALA
  Architecture and Building
  Archives
  A-V Materials
  Automation
  Behavior
  Bibliographic Control
  Bibliographies
  Bibliography
  Biographies
  Book
Collections
Binding
Dealers
Storage
Stores
Thefts and Losses
Bookmobile Services
Books and Reading
Building and Architecture
Cataloging Codes
Catalogs
Censorship
Certification of Libraries
Circulation
Classification
Schemes
Coden
College and University Libraries: Relationships with Faculty and Curriculum
Communication Systems
Computers
Conferences, Meetings, etc.
Cooperative Systems
Copying Methods
Copyright
Cost
Accounting
Analysis
of Library Materials
of Processing
Statistics
County Studies
Demonstrations
Development of Library Collections
Dictionaries -- Automation
Disadvantaged

Box 3:

Subject Headings, E-Sa:

Education
for Librarianship
in Library Methodology
Educational Media
Encyclopedias and Dictionaries
Equipment
ERIC
Ethics
Exceptional
  Adults
  Children
Extension Service
Farmington Plan
Filing
Fines, Fees, etc.
Foreign Research
Fringe Benefits
Future Library Needs
Government Libraries
History
Illiteracy
"Images" of Library Profession
Imprints, American
Indexes
  and Abstracts
Indexing

Information
  --Storage and Retrieval (2 folders)
    --Automation
    --Relevance
    --Systems Analysis
  Centers
  Flow
  Networks
Science
Services
Systems -- Terminology
Theory
Transfer Systems
Instruction in Library Use
  -- Elementary and High School Students
  -- Faculty and Administrators
Insurance
Intellectual Freedom
Job Analysis
Attitudes
Jobbers
Journal Studies
Knowledge
  --Theory
Language
Legal Structure of Libraries
Legislation
Librarian - Board Relationship
Librarianship
Libraries -- Administration
  and Government
Library -- Development
  History
  In the Community
  In Education
  In Industry
  Needs
  of Congress
  Orientation
  Personnel
Resources
  Service
  Services and Construction Act
  Skills
Literature
Machine Readable Texts
  Texts
Management
Manuscripts
MEDLARS
Memory
Methology and Design
Methods of Communication
Microforms
National Plan
Non-Users of Libraries
Occupational Characteristics
Operations Research
Orientation to Library
Overhead
Paper
Paperback
Parochial Schools
Patents
Photocopying
Poverty Programs
Preservation
Professional Achievement
Libraries
Programmed Learning
Programs and Programming
Protection of Library and Its Resources
Prototype Libraries
Public Libraries
Morals
Publishing
Punched Cards
Reading
Habits
Skills
Recruitment
Reference Service
Regional Service
Research -- Support
Reserves
Salaries

Box 4:

Project Subject Headings, Sc-Z:

School Librarians
Libraries
and Public Libraries
Searching
Serial Records
Serials
Services to Students
Special Libraries
Standards
State Libraries
Plans
Surveys
Statistical Surveys
Techniques
Statistics for Reporting
Study Skills
Surveys
System -- Design and Methodology
Technical Literature
  Processing
Television
Terminology
Thesaurus
  Development
These
Time Studies
Translations
Underdevelopment and the Library
Urban Affairs
Users
Notice of Research Project Forms, 1967-1973